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Abstract
Decomposing	the	旭ife	track	of	an	anima旭	into	behaviora旭	segments	is	a	fundamenta旭	
cha旭旭enge	for	movement	eco旭ogys	The	pro旭iferation	of	high､reso旭ution	datap	often	co旭､
旭ected	many	 times	per	 secondp	offers	much	opportunity	 for	understanding	anima旭	
movements	Howeverp	the	sheer	size	of	modern	data	sets	means	there	is	an	increasing	
need	for	rapidp	nove旭	computationa旭	techniques	to	make	sense	of	these	datas	Most	
existing	methods	were	designed	with	sma旭旭er	data	sets	in	mind	and	can	thus	be	pro､
hibitive旭y	s旭ows	Herep	we	introduce	a	method	for	segmenting	high､reso旭ution	move､
ment	trajectories	into	sites	of	interest	and	transitions	between	these	sitess	This	bui旭ds	
on	a	previous	a旭gorithm	of	Benhamou	and	Riotte､Lambert (2012)s	Adapting	it	for	use	
with	high､reso旭ution	datas	The	datavs	reso旭ution	removed	the	need	to	interpo旭ate	be､
tween	successive	旭ocationsp	a旭旭owing	us	to	increase	the	a旭gorithmvs	speed	by	approxi､
mate旭y	two	orders	of	magnitude	with	essentia旭旭y	no	drop	in	accuracys	Furthermorep	
we	incorporate	a	co旭or	scheme	for	testing	the	旭eve旭	of	confidence	in	the	a旭gorithmvs	
inference	ｪhigh	┎	greenp	medium	┎	amberp	旭ow	┎	redｫs	We	demonstrate	the	speed	and	
accuracy	of	our	a旭gorithm	with	app旭ication	to	both	simu旭ated	and	rea旭	data	 ｪA旭pine	
catt旭e	at	ゲ	Hz	reso旭utionｫs	On	simu旭ated	datap	our	a旭gorithm	correct旭y	identified	the	
sites	of	interest	for	ゾゾ鯵	of	whigh	confidencex	pathss	For	the	catt旭e	datap	the	a旭gorithm	
identified	the	two	known	sites	of	interestr	a	watering	ho旭e	and	a	mi旭king	stations	It	
a旭so	identified	severa旭	other	sites	which	can	be	re旭ated	to	hypothesized	environmen､
ta旭	drivers	 ｪesgsp	 foodｫs	Our	a旭gorithm	gives	an	efficient	method	 for	 turning	a	 旭ongp	
high､reso旭ution	movement	path	into	a	schematic	representation	of	broadsca旭e	deci､
sionsp	a旭旭owing	a	direct	旭ink	to	existing	point､to､point	ana旭ysis	techniques	such	as	op､
tima旭	 foraging	 theorys	 It	 is	 encoded	 into	 an	R	 package	 ca旭旭ed	SitesInterestp	 so	
shou旭d	 serve	 as	 a	 va旭uab旭e	 too旭	 for	making	 sense	 of	 these	 increasing旭y	 旭arge	 data	
streamss
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION

The	旭ife	track	of	an	anima旭	has	the	potentia旭	to	revea旭	important	in､
formation	about	its	behaviorp	as	we旭旭	as	the	surrounding	environment	
ｪKaysp	Crofootp	Jetzp	ｹ	Wike旭skip	ゴグゲズq	Nathan	et	a旭sp	ゴググ芦ｫs	Modernp	
high､reso旭ution	bio旭ogging	data	 ｪ┕ゲ	Hz	 reso旭utionｫ	 give	 insight	 into	
the	 fine､grained	 structure	 of	 this	 旭ife	 track	 ｪBidder	 et	 a旭sp	 ゴグゲズq	
Brownp	Kaysp	Wike旭skip	Wi旭sonp	ｹ	K旭im旭eyp	 ゴグゲザq	Nodap	Kawabatap	
Araip	Mitamurap	ｹ	Watanabep	ゴグゲジq	Wa旭ker	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズq	Wi旭旭iams	et	
a旭sp	ゴグゲゼq	Wi旭mers	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズq	Wi旭sonp	Shepardp	ｹ	Liebschp	ゴググ芦ｫs	
Howeverp	these	data	are	often	so	big	and	detai旭ed	that	extracting	the	
important	information	is	a	formidab旭e	tasks

Many	studies	havep	in	varying	waysp	suggested	that	the	旭ife	track	
shou旭d	be	broken	down	into	different	sca旭esp	each	representing	dif､
ferent	behaviora旭	modes	of	anima旭	movement	ｪesgsp	figure	ゲ	in	Nathan	
et	 a旭s	 ｪゴググ芦ｫｫs	 For	 examp旭ep	 state､space	mode旭ing	 sp旭its	 paths	 into	
predefined	 behaviora旭	 stages	 of	 movementp	 such	 as	 exp旭oratory｠
encamped	ｪMora旭esp	Haydonp	Frairp	Ho旭singerp	ｹ	Fryxe旭旭p	ゴググジｫp	for､
aging｠migrating	 ｪJonsenp	 F旭emmingp	 ｹ	Myersp	 ゴググズｫp	 or	 transient｠
resident	ｪPattersonp	Thomasp	Wi旭coxp	Ovaskainenp	ｹ	Matthiopou旭osp	
ゴググ芦ｫs	 Behaviora旭	 changepoint	 ana旭ysis	 segments	 a	 path	 into	 sec､
tions	 with	 different	 statistica旭	 features	 ｪBuchinp	 Drieme旭p	 Kreve旭dp	
ｹ	Sacrist史np	ゴグゲゲq	Gurarie	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ葦q	Gurariep	Andrewsp	ｹ	Laidrep	
ゴググゾｫ	and	can	be	used	to	c旭assify	these	segments	into	distinct	be､
haviors	ｪNamsp	ゴグゲジｫs	Optima旭	foraging	theory	starts	with	the	idea	
that	paths	can	be	described	as	movements	either	between	or	within	
foraging	patchesp	and	examines	why	anima旭s	make	between､patch	
movements	at	the	particu旭ar	times	they	have	been	observed	to	do	so	
ｪCharnovp	ゲゾゼ葦q	Pykep	ゲゾ芦ジｫs	There	are	a旭so	more	genera旭	techniques	
for	path	segmentation	that	have	arisen	in	subject	areas	beyond	eco旭､
ogy	ｪDem哨ar	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズｫs

The	modern	era	of	high､reso旭ution	data	offers	a	great	opportu､
nity	 to	make	better	 inference	of	 such	behaviora旭	modess	Howeverp	
the	 sheer	 size	 of	most	modern	 data	 sets	makes	 statistica旭	 ana旭ysis	
tricky	to	perform	in	a	reasonab旭e	time	frames	Furthermorep	for	a	path	
where	 旭ocations	are	recorded	many	times	per	secondp	the	anima旭	 is	
often	simp旭y	continuing	to	carry	out	a	decision	made	some	time	pre､
vious旭ys	Thereforep	an	important	part	of	the	behaviora旭	information	is	
contained	within	a	sma旭旭	subset	of	the	data	stream	ｪPotts	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ芦ｫs

The	 deve旭opment	 of	 techniques	 to	 infer	 behaviora旭	 decisions	
from	high､reso旭ution	data	is	thus	time旭y	and	necessarys	Herep	we	aim	
to	describe	an	anima旭	track	as	a	sequence	of	wsites	of	interestpx	which	
are	areas	where	the	anima旭	spends	a	disproportionate旭y	 旭ong	timep	
together	with	movements	between	these	sitess	Our	a旭gorithm	breaks	
a	旭ong	data	stream	down	into	a	simp旭e	Markov､process	description	
of	movement	ｪsimi旭ar	to	a	wsemantic	trajectoryx	from	movement	an､
a旭ytics	Dem哨ar	et	a旭s	ｪゴグゲズｫｫp	which	has	the	potentia旭	to	be	ana旭yzed	
using	 existing	 point､to､point	 techniques	 such	 as	 optima旭	 foraging	
theory	ｪPykep	ゲゾ芦ジｫ	or	step	se旭ection	ana旭ysis	 ｪAvgarp	Pottsp	Lewisp	
ｹ	Boycep	ゴグゲ葦q	Fortin	et	a旭sp	ゴググズq	Merk旭ep	Fortinp	ｹ	Mora旭esp	ゴグゲジｫs	
Our	a旭gorithm	is	based	broad旭y	on	a	site	fide旭ity	a旭gorithm	deve旭oped	
by	 Barraquand	 and	 Benhamou	 ｪゴググ芦ｫ	 and	 Benhamou	 and	 Riotte､
Lambert	ｪゴグゲゴｫp	but	adapted	for	use	with	旭argep	high､reso旭ution	datas	

This	adaptation	requires	finding	ways	of	speeding	up	the	a旭gorithmp	
but	we	can	take	advantage	of	the	fact	that	there	is	no	need	to	inter､
po旭ate	between	data	points	when	they	are	on旭y	a	few	seconds	apartp	
or	旭esss	We	supp旭y	a	method	for	assigning	a	旭eve旭	of	confidence	to	our	
inference	of	the	number	of	sites	for	an	entire	trajectoryp	disp旭ayed	
as	a	traffic､旭ight	co旭ors	This	 indicates	when	further	ana旭ysis	may	be	
necessary	and	gives	an	ad	hoc	goodness､of､fit	testr	something	that	
is	often	missing	from	statistica旭	studies	of	anima旭	movement	ｪPottsp	
Auger､M爾th爾p	Mokrossp	ｹ	Lewisp	ゴグゲジｫs

We	 app旭y	 our	 a旭gorithm	 to	 both	 simu旭ated	 datap	 where	 the	
sites	of	interest	are	knownp	and	dead､reckoned	ゲ	Hz	tracks	of	cat､
t旭e	movement	in	the	A旭ps	ｪBidder	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズｫs	For	the	旭atter	data	
setp	we	 a旭ready	 know	 two	 p旭aces	 that	 ought	 to	 be	 identified	 as	
sites	of	interest	･	a	mi旭king	station	and	a	watering	ho旭es	Thusp	we	
can	test	both	whether	our	a旭gorithm	can	find	these	sitesp	and	a旭so	
if	any	other	areas	are	uncovered	that	are	of	particu旭ar	interest	to	
the	catt旭es	We	show	how	our	a旭gorithm	can	be	used	to	describe	a	
comp旭ex	movement	path	as	a	sequence	of	visits	to	sites	and	tran､
sitions	between	those	sitess	The	a旭gorithm	is	free旭y	avai旭ab旭e	as	an	
R	package	SitesInterestp	avai旭ab旭e	as	Supporting	Information	
and	 a旭so	 on	 CRAN ｪhttpsr｠｠cransr､projectsorg｠web｠packages｠
SitesInterest｠indexshtm旭ｫs	 This	 package	 wi旭旭	 enab旭e	 users	 to	 ex､
tract	fundamenta旭	movement	information	from	旭ongp	high､reso旭u､
tion	data	streamss

ゴ科 |科METHODS

ゴsゲ科|科The wsites of interestx a旭gorithm

Our	a旭gorithm	uses	a	s旭iding､disk	method	to	infer	areas	of	space	where	
an	anima旭	spends	most	of	its	time	ｪthis	is	simi旭ar	to	the	method	used	by	
Benhamou	and	Riotte､Lambert	ｪゴグゲゴｫ	to	ca旭cu旭ate	wresidence	timexｫs	
In	 particu旭arp	 our	 method	 is	 designed	 to	 be	 used	 on	 旭arge	 sets	 ｪof	
order 105	pointsｫ	of	┕ゲ	Hz	reso旭ution	datas	Like	previous	approaches	
ｪBarraquand	 ｹ	 Benhamoup	 ゴググ芦q	 Benhamou	 ｹ	 Riotte､Lambertp	
ゴグゲゴｫp	our	method	invo旭ves	s旭iding	a	disk	of	radius	R	a旭ong	the	anima旭vs	
pathp	旭ooking	for	disks	where	the	anima旭	spends	a	disproportionate旭y	
旭ong	 time	 ｪsee	Figure	ゲ	of	Barraquand	and	Benhamou	 ｪゴググ芦ｫ	 for	 a	
visua旭	i旭旭ustrationｫs	Modern	high､reso旭ution	paths	can	contain	mi旭旭ions	
of	旭ocationss	This	is	considerab旭y	more	than	those	for	which	the	a旭go､
rithm	of	Benhamou	and	Riotte､Lambert	ｪゴグゲゴｫ	was	deve旭oped	ｪa	few	
thousandｫs	As	suchp	this	a旭gorithm	proves	to	be	prohibitive旭y	s旭ow	for	
high､reso旭ution	data	ｪSupporting	Information	Appendix	Sゲｫs

To	dea旭	with	this	speed	issuep	we	do	two	thingsp	which	we	sum､
marize	herep	旭eaving	the	detai旭s	for	Supporting	information	Appendix	
Sゲs	Firstp	we	do	not	s旭ide	the	disk	over	every	recorded	point	 in	the	
pathr	potentia旭旭y	mi旭旭ions	of	diskss	Ratherp	we	start	with	a	disk	cen､
tered	at	the	first	data	pointp	then	each	subsequent	disk	is	centered	at	
the	first	recorded	旭ocation	after	the	anima旭	first	旭eaves	the	previous	
diskp	meaning	that	we	on旭y	need	to	ana旭yze	a	re旭ative旭y	sma旭旭	number	
of	disks	ｪapproximate旭y	the	旭ength	of	the	track	divided	by	R	for	re旭a､
tive旭y	straight	trajectories	and	旭ess	if	the	tortuousity	is	higherｫs	This	

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SitesInterest/index.html
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SitesInterest/index.html
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dramatica旭旭y	reduces	the	number	of	disks	examined	by	the	a旭gorithmp	
whi旭e	ensuring	a旭旭	of	the	space	that	the	anima旭	covers	is	ana旭yzeds

Secondp	when	旭ooking	for	the	p旭aces	at	which	the	anima旭	being	
studied	entered	and	旭eft	a	diskp	we	subsamp旭e	our	data	at	every	s､th	
旭ocation	ｪsee	Supporting	information	Appendix	Sゲｫs	Once	an	entry､	
or	exit､point	is	identifiedp	say	between	the	i､th	and	ｪi + sｫ､th	旭ocationp	
we	use	the	fu旭旭	path	between	points	i	and	i + s	to	identify	the	exact	
position	 of	 entry	 or	 exits	 The	 旭arger	we	 choose	 sp	 the	 quicker	 the	
a旭gorithms	Howeverp	if	we	choose	s	to	be	too	highp	we	are	in	danger	
of	missing	information	if	the	anima旭	moves	in	and	out	of	a	disk	within	
s	time	stepss	Thereforep	there	is	a	trade､off	in	choice	of	sp	which	u旭､
timate旭y	depends	on	the	data	being	ana旭yzeds	For	our	ゲ	Hz	datap	we	
found	that	s	┎	ゲグ	gave	rapid	yet	accurate	resu旭ts	ｪSupporting	infor､
mation	Tab旭es	Sジ	and	Sズｫs

Having	ca旭cu旭ated	the	usage time	for	each	diskp	defined	to	be	the	
amount	of	time	spent	in	each	disk	across	the	who旭e	time､period	over	
which	 the	path	 is	measuredp	we	 rarefy	 the	 set	of	disks	 further	by	
removing	any	disk	that	over旭aps	with	another	disk	of	higher	usage	
time	 ｪSupporting	 information	Appendix	 Sゲp	 Figure	ゲbｫs	 The	 sa旭ient	

information	from	the	resu旭ting	co旭旭ection	of	nonover旭apping	disks	is	
disp旭ayed	 in	 a	 histogramme	of	 decreasing	 usage	 times	 ｪFigure	ゲcｫs	
This	is	superficia旭旭y	simi旭ar	to	a	scree	p旭ot	from	princip旭e	component	
ana旭ysisp	and	we	use	simi旭ar	ideas	to	ana旭yse	the	p旭ot	ｪJo旭旭iffep	ゲゾ芦葦ｫs

In	essencep	we	want	to	find	a	point	at	which	the	heights	of	the	
bars	in	the	histogramme	wdrop､offx	rapid旭yp	separating	out	compara､
tive旭y	we旭旭､used	sites	ｪto	the	旭eftｫ	from	transitory	ones	ｪto	the	rightｫs	
We	 旭ook	at	each	adjacent	pair	of	bars	on	the	histogramme	for	 the	
greatest	percentage	difference	 in	the	usage	timess	This	 is	 referred	
to	as	the	maximum percent drop	ｪMPDｫs	The	sites	of	interest	are	de､
fined	to	be	disks	corresponding	to	the	bars	to	the	旭eft	of	this	MPD	
ｪFigure	ゲcｫs

The	 resu旭ting	 set	 of	 identified	 sites	 depends	 very	 much	 on	 the	
choice	 of	Rp	 the	 disk	 radiuss	As	 suchp	we	need	 criteria	 to	 determine	
which	va旭ue	of	R	is	wbestx	for	accurate	identification	of	sitess	In	practicep	
we	 found	 that	no	 sing旭e	 criterion	works	perfect旭y	 in	every	 situations	
Insteadp	we	give	a	technique	for	determining	a	va旭ue	of	Rp	together	with	
a	 traffic､旭ight	 co旭or	 ｪRedp	 Amberp	Greenｫ	 denoting	 the	 旭eve旭	 of	 confi､
dence	we	have	in	our	a旭gorithm	having	found	the	actua旭	sites	of	interest	

F I G U R E  ゲ 科Demonstration	of	the	a旭gorithm	app旭ied	to	simu旭ated	datas	Pane旭	ｪaｫ	shows	the	path	of	a	switching	Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck	ｪOUｫ	
simu旭ation	ｪSimu旭ation	ゲジ	in	Supporting	information	Tab旭es	Sザ	and	Sゼｫs	Pane旭	ｪbｫ	shows	the	same	path	over旭aid	with	the	disks	we	examined	
for	sites	of	interests	Maroon	circ旭es	bound	the	disks	identified	as	sites	of	interests	Of	the	remaining	circ旭esp	those	旭eft	after	over旭apping	disks	
have	been	removed	are	given	as	orange	co旭ored	and	the	others	are	ye旭旭ows	Pane旭	ｪcｫ	gives	a	histogramme	of	the	maroon	and	orange	co旭ored	
disks	in	ranked	orders	MPD	is	the	va旭ue	of	the	maximum	percent	drops	Pane旭	ｪdｫ	disp旭ays	the	maximum	percent	drop	and	number	of	identified	
sites	as	a	function	of	the	disk	radiusp	R
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for	the	anima旭p	where	Green	is	highp	Amber	is	intermediatep	and	Red	is	
旭ows	We	then	suggest	 that	 the	user	supp旭ements	 this	with	bio旭ogica旭	
intuitionp	especia旭旭y	in	the	Red	and	Amber	casesp	to	check	that	the	a旭go､
rithm	has	returned	a	reasonab旭e	estimate	of	the	actua旭	sites	of	interests

The	 starting	 point	 for	 finding	R	 is	 to	 ca旭cu旭ate	 the	MPD	 for	 a	
variety	of	different	Rsp	p旭otted	 in	Figure	ゲdp	 and	 旭ook	 for	 the	 first	
旭oca旭	maximum	of	this	graphp	which	we	denote	RLMs	Loca旭	maxima旭､
ity	suggests	that	the	sites	of	interest	can	be	identified	more	c旭ear旭y	
with	R	┎	RLM	than	with	c旭ose､by	va旭ues	of	Rs	We	choose	the	first local 

maximump	rather	than	the	global	maximump	because	the	MPD	tends	
to	ゲググ鯵	as	R	becomes	旭arge	enough	so	that	the	most	oft､used	disk	
contains	a旭most	a旭旭	of	the	paths	We	then	app旭y	two	further	criterias

The	first	criterion	 insists	that	the	MPD	must	be	greater	than	a	
predefined	threshold	va旭uep	TMPDs	This	can	be	chosen	either	as	a	fixed	
va旭ue	 or	 as	 TMPD	┎	minｪMPDｫ	┊	kｪmaxｪMPDｫ	･	minｪMPDｫｫp	 where	
k	 is	 a	 constantp	 referred	 to	 as	 the	 adaptive threshold	 va旭ues	 Herep	
minｪMPDｫ	and	maxｪMPDｫ	arep	respective旭yp	the	minimum	and	maxi､
mum	MPDs	for	a旭旭	va旭ues	of	R	tested	ｪsee	esgsp	Figure	ゲdｫs	Brownian	
motion	 simu旭ations	 can	 be	 used	 to	 derive	 a	 旭ower	 bound	 for	 the	
thresho旭d	va旭ue	ｪSupporting	information	Appendix	Sゲｫs

The	 second	 is	 a	 stabi旭ity	 criterionp	 meaning	 that	 if	 the	 radius	 is	
changed	s旭ight旭y	 from	R	┎	RLMp	 the	number	of	sites	 identified	wi旭旭	 re､
main	unchangeds	Based	on	the	resu旭ts	of	these	two	criteriap	a	co旭or	is	
assigned	depending	on	the	consistency	between	the	resu旭ts	of	using	
each	criterions	The	Green	旭abe旭	is	assigned	if	both	criteria	identify	the	
same	number	of	sites	and	radius	va旭uep	Amber	is	assigned	if	they	resu旭t	
in	the	same	number	of	sitesp	but	different	radii	and	Red	is	assigned	if	
the	number	of	sites	are	different	ｪsee	Supporting	information	Appendix	
Sゲ	for	more	detai旭sｫs	This	gives	a	qua旭itative	旭eve旭	of	confidence	in	the	
a旭gorithmvs	performance	and	cou旭d	be	used	as	a	warning	signa旭	to	sug､
gest	when	further	ana旭ysis	wou旭d	be	he旭pfu旭s	The	comp旭ete	method	for	
finding	sites	of	interest	is	summarized	in	Figure	ゴs

ゴsゴ科|科Data

ゴsゴsゲ科|科Simu旭ated data

To	 test	 the	 efficacy	of	 our	 a旭gorithmp	we	 constructed	 a	 co旭旭ection	
of	simu旭ated	paths	using	a	switching	Ornstein､Uh旭enbeck	ｪOUｫ	pro､
cess	ｪB旭ackwe旭旭p	ゲゾゾゼq	Tay旭or	ｹ	Kar旭inp	ゴグゲジｫs	At	any	point	in	timep	an	

F I G U R E  ゴ 科A	f旭owchart	describing	how	
the	a旭gorithm	is	imp旭emented

The user inputs data.

The user is asked

for a range of values

for the radius.

A graph of the num-

ber of sites and

maximum percent

drops is produced

(see Figure 1d).

The first local

maximum of the

percent drops is found.

The first local

maximum, which is

also stable is found.

The user is asked for

a threshold value.

The first local

maximum above this

threshold is found.

A colour is as-

signed to the path.

Red is assigned if

the number of sites

are not the same.

Amber is assigned if

the number of sites

are the same, but

the radii are not.

Green is assigned

if the number of

sites and radii

are the same.

The user uses intu-

ition to see if the

answer is reasonable.

The user chooses

a different range

of values for the

radius or applies the

algorithm on segments

of the trajectory.

The output is the

number of sites

identified and

their locations.

A schematic is

produced (see Figure 5).

Optional

User is not satisfied

User is satisfied
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object	fo旭旭owing	a	switching	OU	process	has	a	center	of	attraction	
toward	which	it	is	movings	Howeverp	there	is	a旭so	a	certain	amount	
of	 ｪGaussianｫ	randomness	 in	the	movement	process	 ｪsee	B旭ackwe旭旭	
ｪゲゾゾゼｫ	and	B旭ackwe旭旭p	Niup	Lambertp	and	LaPoint	ｪゴグゲ葦ｫ	for	more	de､
tai旭s	on	the	switching	OU	process	and	app旭ications	to	anima旭	move､
mentｫs	In	these	simu旭ationsp	the	wrea旭x	sites	of	interest	are	defined	to	
be	the	centers	of	attraction	of	the	switching	OU	processs

We	ran	ゲゲグ	OU	simu旭ations	in	a	box	of	ゲグ	by	ゲグ	unitsp	varying	
the	number	of	points	of	attraction	between	ゲ	and	ゲグs	We	a旭so	var､
ied	the	positions	of	these	points	and	the	旭ong､term	standard	devia､
tion	about	these	points	of	attraction	ｪisesp	the	standard	deviation	of	
the	stationary	distribution	of	the	OU	processｫs	Detai旭s	are	given	in	
Supporting	information	Tab旭es	S葦･Sゾp	and	ゲゴ	examp旭es	are	shown	in	
Supporting	information	Figure	S葦s	We	tested	whether	the	a旭gorithm	
correct旭y	picks	out	these	points	of	attraction	as	sites	of	interest	ｪisesp	
both	that	the	number	of	sites	is	identified	correct旭y	and	that	these	
sites	contain	the	centers	of	attraction	of	the	switching	OU	processq	
Figure	ザｫs

We	ran	each	of	the	OU	simu旭ations	through	the	a旭gorithm	with	
radii	va旭ues	ranging	from	グsゴ	to	ザs芦	units	with	グsゲ	units	between	con､
secutive	va旭uess	The	minimum	radius	va旭ue	was	chosen	so	that	it	was	
greater	than	the	greatest	distance	between	any	two	consecutive	旭o､
cationss	The	maximum	radius	va旭ue	was	chosen	so	that	it	wou旭d	be	
旭arger	than	any	potentia旭	sites	Other	than	these	constraintsp	the	radii	
were	 chosen	 b旭ind旭y	 so	 as	 to	 simu旭ate	 having	 no	 prior	 know旭edge	
about	the	trajectoriess

ゴsゴsゴ科|科Catt旭e data

Catt旭e	data	were	co旭旭ected	in	Ju旭y	ゴグゲゼ	from	a	group	of	cows	from	the	
French	A旭ps	 in	 the	 Bauges	Mountains	 ｪMassif	 des	 Baugesp	 ジズs葦ゲﾀNp	
葦sゲゾﾀEｫs	 The	 catt旭e	 were	 tagged	 with	 Dai旭y	 Diary	 tags	 ｪwith	 triaxia旭	
acce旭erometers	 and	magnetometersq	Wi旭dbytes	 Techno旭ogies	 httpr｠｠
wwwswi旭dbyte､techno旭ogiesscom	 and	 Gipsy､ズ	 tagsq	 TechnoSmArt	
Tracking	Systems	httpr｠｠wwwstechnosmartseuｫp	p旭aced	inside	custom､
bui旭t	 ザD	 printed	 ABS	 p旭astic	 housings	 and	 attached	 to	 commercia旭	
ny旭on	cow	co旭旭ars	ｪFearing	Lifesty旭esp	Durhamp	UKｫs	The	acce旭erometer	
readings	were	 recorded	 at	 a	 frequency	 of	 ゴグ	Hz	 approximate旭y	 and	
葦	Hz	for	the	magnetometer	readingss	Both	were	subsamp旭ed	to	ゲ	Hzp	
whereas	GPS	readings	were	recorded	every	ゲズ	mins	The	path	was	then	

reconstructed	using	Frameworkジ	ｪWa旭ker	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズｫp	which	uses	the	
Dead	Reckoning	procedure	ｪBidder	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲズｫs

We	 focused	 on	 seven	 ten､hour	 旭ong	 pathss	We	 ran	 each	 path	
through	our	a旭gorithm	with	radii	va旭ues	ranging	from	ゲグ	to	ゲググ	mp	
with	ゲ	m	between	consecutive	va旭uess	We	suggest	that	the	minimum	
radius	used	be	at	旭east	ha旭f	the	body	旭ength	of	the	anima旭p	to	have	any	
bio旭ogica旭	meaningp	and	typica旭旭y	severa旭	 times	more	than	thiss	We	
a旭so	ran	our	a旭gorithm	over	the	entire	co旭旭ection	of	seven	pathss	The	
旭atter	gives	us	information	about	sites	that	the	catt旭e	might	return	to	
day､by､dayp	whereas	the	former	might	revea旭	sites	that	are	of	inter､
est	to	particu旭ar	cows	on	specific	dayss

ザ科 |科RESULTS

ザsゲ科|科Simu旭ated data

Our	 a旭gorithm	correct旭y	 identified	 sites	of	 interest	 for	ゼゴ鯵	of	our	
ゲゲグ	simu旭ated	paths	ｪFigure	ザaｫs	葦ゾsゲ鯵	of	these	paths	were	both	cor､
rect旭y	 identified	 and	 given	 a	Green	 旭eve旭	 of	 confidences	 The	 a旭go､
rithm	on旭y	misidentified	one	path	with	a	Green	outputp	so	ゾ芦sゼ鯵	of	
the	ゼゼ	paths	c旭assified	Green	identified	the	correct	number	of	sitess	
This	suggests	that	if	a	Green	output	is	givenp	we	can	be	reasonab旭y	
confident	that	the	sites	of	interest	have	been	identified	correct旭ys

Of	 those	 assigned	Amberp	 on旭y	 two	 ｪゲs芦鯵ｫ	were	 fa旭se旭y	 identi､
fieds	For	some	of	the	simu旭ations	assigned	to	the	Red	categoryp	using	
either	the	thresho旭d	criterion	or	the	stabi旭ity	criterion	returned	the	
correct	 answer	 ｪsee	 Supporting	 information	 Tab旭es	 Sゲグ･Sゲザｫs	 The	
resu旭ts	presented	used	a	fixed	thresho旭d	va旭ue	of	TMPD	┎	葦ズ鯵	as	this	
minimized	the	number	of	incorrect	Green	pathss

ザsゴ科|科Resu旭ts from Catt旭e data

Figure	 ザb	 summarizes	 the	 resu旭ts	 of	 running	 our	 a旭gorithm	 over	
each	of	the	seven	catt旭e	trajectories	independent旭y	ｪsee	Supporting	
information	Tab旭e	Sゲジ	for	the	fu旭旭	resu旭tsｫs	These	resu旭ts	came	from	
using	 a	 fixed	 thresho旭d	 va旭ue	 of	 TMPD	┎	ズグ鯵p	 which	was	 chosen	
so	 as	 to	minimize	 the	 number	 of	 paths	 assigned	 to	 the	 red	 cat､
egory	and	was	a旭so	greater	than	the	旭ower	bound	found	from	the	
Brownian	 motion	 simu旭ations	 ｪSupporting	 information	 Appendix	
Sゲｫs	 The	 running	 time	 for	 each	 trajectory	 ｪof	 ザグ･ジグpグググ	 pointsｫ	

F I G U R E  ザ 科The	proportion	of	paths	
assigned	to	each	of	the	co旭or	categories	
for	the	switching	OU	simu旭ations	ｪPane旭	
aｫ	and	dai旭y	catt旭e	paths	ｪPane旭	bｫs	The	
numbers	denote	the	percentage	of	sites	
assigned	to	each	category

http://www.wildbyte-technologies.com
http://www.wildbyte-technologies.com
http://www.technosmart.eu
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was	旭ess	than	a	minute	ｪSupporting	information	Tab旭e	Sゲｫp	whereas	
for	a旭旭	seven	together	ｪゴジゼpグググ	data	pointsｫp	it	took	just	over	ジ	min	
and	 the	a旭gorithm	appears	 to	 sca旭e	 旭inear旭y	 ｪSupporting	 informa､
tion	Figure	Sゲｫs

A旭though	on旭y	two	of	the	paths	gave	a	Green	旭eve旭	of	confidencep	
running	the	a旭gorithm	over	a	sing旭e	trajectory	encompassing	a旭旭	seven	
paths	revea旭s	c旭ear	sites	of	interest	ｪFigure	ジｫs	If	we	choose	R	┎	ゴグp	a	
re旭ative旭y	fine､grained	va旭uep	there	are	substantia旭	drops	after	the	ゲst	
and	ザrd	circ旭esp	but	both	of	these	missed	out	interesting	informationp	
such	as	the	catt旭evs	movements	to	the	southeasts	So	instead	we	旭ook	
at	the	drop	between	the	芦th	and	ゾth	circ旭es	ｪFigure	ジapbp	Supporting	
information	 Figure	 Sゼｫs	 In	 actua旭	 factp	 the	maximum	percent	 drop	
occurs	after	the	芦ザrd	circ旭es	Howeverp	the	resu旭ting	set	of	circ旭es	is	
旭arge	and	hence	rather	uninformativep	so	we	define	the	sites	of	in､
terest	to	be	the	first	eight	diskss	Two	of	these	ｪA	and	Eｫ	occur	about	
the	watering	ho旭e	and	one	ｪCｫ	about	the	mi旭king	stations	We	wou旭d	

expect	catt旭e	to	use	these	two	旭ocations	quite	frequent旭y	ｪpieces	of	
sa旭t	 旭icks	 are	provided	 for	 cows	 c旭ose	 to	 the	mi旭king	 stationｫp	 so	 it	
makes	sense	that	our	a旭gorithm	identifies	them	as	sites	of	interests	
Important旭yp	our	a旭gorithm	a旭so	revea旭s	five	other	sites	of	interest	in	
旭ess､expected	p旭acess	This	opens	up	the	question	of	why	the	catt旭e	
are	interested	in	these	旭ocationsp	and	he旭ps	guide	future	data	ana旭ysis	
to	examining	specific	areas	that	seem	to	be	va旭uab旭e	to	the	anima旭s	
ｪesgsp	habitat	features	and	food	avai旭abi旭ityｫs

If	 we	 use	R	┎	ゲググp	 a	 coarser､grained	 va旭uep	 we	 found	 six	 sites	
which	again	covered	the	majority	of	the	pathp	so	was	not	a	very	in､
formative	 set	of	 sitess	Howeverp	 from	 the	histogrammep	 there	 is	 a	
substantia旭	drop	after	four	disks	ｪFigure	ジcｫs	These	encompass	six	of	
the	eight	sites	identified	by	using	R	┎	ゴグp	inc旭uding	both	the	mi旭king	
station	and	the	watering	ho旭es	It	a旭so	suggests	that	the	pair	of	sites	
ｪGpHｫ	from	Figure	ジb	might	actua旭旭y	be	a	sing旭e	sitep	and	this	warrants	
further	fie旭d	investigations	A	simi旭ar	旭esson	ho旭ds	for	the	pair	ｪApEｫs

F I G U R E  ジ 科 Identification	of	sites	for	seven	paths	of	catt旭e	movements	obtained	using	a	radius	of	R ┎	ゴグ	in	Pane旭s	ｪapbｫ	and	R	┎	ゲググ	in	
Pane旭s	ｪcpdｫs	Sites	of	interest	were	identified	from	the	bar	chartsp	by	sight	for	R	┎	ゴグ	and	R	┎	ゲググs	The	bars	are	旭abe旭ed	a旭phabetica旭旭yp	with	A	
being	the	circ旭e	with	the	greatest	usage	timep	a旭旭	of	which	correspond	to	the	maroon	circ旭es	in	the	right	hand	p旭ots
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A旭though	 the	R	┎	ゲググ	 case	 is	 in	 some	ways	better	 than	R	┎	ゴグ	
since	it	recognizes	the	watering	ho旭e	as	a	sing旭e	site	rather	than	twop	
its	 coarseness	 旭eads	 to	 a	 potentia旭旭y	missed	 site	 of	 interest	 in	 the	
midd旭e､旭eft	of	the	area	ｪFigure	ジbpdｫs	The	R	┎	ゴグ	case	picks	this	out	
ｪsites	B	and	F	from	Figure	ジbｫs	This	suggests	that	visua旭旭y	examining	
the	a旭gorithm	output	for	more	than	one	va旭ue	of	R	can	be	va旭uab旭es

As	we旭旭	 as	 identifying	 sites	 of	 interestp	 our	 resu旭ts	 enab旭e	 sim､
p旭ification	 of	 a	 comp旭ex	movement	 path	 into	 a	 schematic	 diagram	
ref旭ecting	 the	 main	 behaviora旭	 decisions	 made	 by	 the	 anima旭s	 In	
Figure	ズp	we	i旭旭ustrate	this	with	three	examp旭e	paths	of	catt旭e	move､
ment	ｪsee	Supporting	information	Figure	S芦	for	a旭旭	sevenｫs	The	sites	
of	interest	are	those	four	identified	in	Figure	ジd	for	the	R	┎	ゲググ	cases	
This	schematic	breaks	up	a	comp旭ex	movement	trajectory	into	a	sim､
p旭e	Markov	processp	enab旭ing	users	to	ask	questions	about	why	the	
anima旭	transitions	between	the	different	sites	at	the	times	 it	doesp	
which	 cou旭d	 be	 answered	 by	 using	 existing	 point､to､point	 tech､
niques	 such	 as	 optima旭	 foraging	 theory	 or	 step	 se旭ection	 ana旭ysiss	
This	 is	 simi旭ar	 in	 f旭avor	 to	 the	 semantic trajectories	defined	by	Yanp	
Chakrabortyp	Parentp	Spaccapietrap	and	Aberer	ｪゴグゲザｫs

Note	that	we	can	define	the	process	of	choosing	patches	such	
that	 the	 probabi旭ity	 of	 an	 anima旭	 to	 either	 change	 or	 not	 change	
sites	is	based	pure旭y	on	the	current	state	of	both	the	anima旭	and	the	

environments	As	such	it	can	a旭ways	be	framed	as	a	Markov	processp	
whereby	the	decision	to	move	at	time	t	is	based	on	the	state	of	the	
system	at	time	ts	For	examp旭e	 in	Figure	ズp	suppose	the	cow	is	cur､
rent旭y	grazing	at	site	Cp	butp	at	some	point	 in	 timep	becomes	suffi､
cient旭y	thirsty	to	necessitate	a	move	to	the	watering	ho旭e	at	Site	As	
A旭though	the	causa旭	chain	旭eading	to	this	decision	may	be	arbitrari旭y	
旭ongp	the	decision	to	move	from	C	to	A	is	simp旭y	based	on	the	present	
state	of	the	anima旭	ｪparticu旭ar旭y	thirstp	but	a旭so	maybe	hungerp	mobi旭､
ity	etcsｫ	and	the	environment	ｪesgsp	distance	from	C	to	Ap	effort	or	risk	
of	moving	from	C	to	A	and	so	forthｫs

ジ科 |科DISCUSSION

This	 paper	 introduces	 an	 efficient	 a旭gorithm	 for	 decomposing	 a	
旭ongp	high､reso旭ution	data	stream	of	anima旭	 旭ocations	 into	a	simp旭e	
Markov､process	 description	 of	 anima旭	 movement	 decisionss	 We	
have	app旭ied	our	a旭gorithm	to	both	simu旭ated	and	rea旭	data	ｪFigure	ザｫp	
showing	that	it	is	effective	in	recognizing	known	sites	of	interestp	but	
can	a旭so	revea旭	otherp	旭ess､expected	p旭aces	that	the	anima旭	is	visiting	
frequent旭y	ｪFigure	ジｫs	Such	information	opens	up	questions	as	to	why	
each	of	these	sites	is	particu旭ar旭y	interesting	to	the	anima旭p	and	why	

F I G U R E  ズ 科Three	particu旭ar	examp旭es	of	catt旭e	paths	ｪa･cｫ	with	the	corresponding	schematic	p旭ots	be旭ow	ｪd･fｫs	The	schematics	represent	
simp旭ifications	of	the	fu旭旭	path	that	high旭ight	the	broadsca旭e	movement	decisions	made	by	each	cows	The	centers	of	sites	of	interest	are	
defined	by	the	red	dots	and	their	boundary	by	the	red	hoopss	The	f旭owchart	represents	the	movements	of	Catt旭e	Path	葦	between	sites	of	
interests	The	旭etters	represent	the	sites	of	interestp	corresponding	to	the	same	旭etters	in	Pane旭	ｪfｫs	The	number	in	brackets	give	the	number	
of	minutes	the	cow	spends	at	that	site	for	that	particu旭ar	visits	The	arrows	represent	the	cow	moving	from	one	site	to	the	nextp	with	the	
associated	numbers	representing	the	number	of	minutes	the	cow	spends	moving	between	these	sites
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it	makes	the	decision	to	move	between	these	sites	at	the	particu旭ar	
times	it	doess	These	旭atter	questions	can	then	be	examined	by	exist､
ing	point､to､point	techniquesp	such	as	step	se旭ection	ana旭ysis	ｪAvgar	
et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ葦q	Fortin	et	a旭sp	ゴググズｫp	conditiona旭	entropy	ｪRiotte､Lambertp	
Benhamoup	ｹ	Chamai旭旭爾､Jammesp	ゴグゲ葦ｫp	sequence	ana旭ysis	methods	
ｪDe	Groeve	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ葦ｫp	or	optima旭	foraging	theory	ｪPykep	ゲゾ芦ジｫs

Un旭ike	 mode旭､based	 approachesp	 our	 a旭gorithm	 makes	 no	 as､
sumptions	 about	 why	 sites	 may	 be	 of	 particu旭ar	 interestp	 just	
that	 they	 are	 sma旭旭	 areas	which	 are	we旭旭	 used	 in	 comparison	with	
other	areas	of	equa旭	sizes	 It	 is	broad旭y	based	on	previous	works	of	
Barraquand	and	Benhamou	ｪゴググ芦ｫq	Benhamou	and	Riotte､Lambert	
ｪゴグゲゴｫ	 that	 find	areas	of	high､intensity	usage	by	s旭iding	a	circ旭e	of	
fixed	radiusp	Rp	a旭ong	the	path	ｪsimi旭ar	questions	were	a旭so	addressed	
by	Si旭a､Nowicka	et	a旭s	 ｪゴグゲ葦ｫｫs	Howeverp	 the	size	and	reso旭ution	of	
our	 data	 require	 that	 these	 a旭gorithms	 be	 significant旭y	 adaptedp	
which	is	a	key	contribution	of	our	workp	having	increased	the	a旭go､
rithmvs	speed	by	approximate旭y	two	orders	of	magnitudes	Movement	
eco旭ogy	is	increasing旭y	dea旭ing	with	such	high	ｪsubsecondｫ	reso旭ution	
datap	so	such	adaptations	are	becoming	ever	more	va旭uab旭es

As	 we旭旭	 as	 app旭icabi旭ity	 to	 higher､reso旭ution	 datap	 our	 a旭go､
rithm	has	 some	 qua旭itative	 differences	 to	 that	 of	 Benhamou	 and	
Riotte､Lambert	 ｪゴグゲゴｫ	 that	 are	 worth	 high旭ightings	 These	 resu旭t	
from	s旭ight旭y	different	aimss	Herep	our	interest	is	in	finding	patches	
that	are	used	for	a	disproportionate旭y	 旭arge	amount	of	 time	com､
pared	to	other	areas	of	the	旭andscapes	In	contrastp	Benhamou	and	
Riotte､Lambert	 ｪゴグゲゴｫ	 seek	 to	describe	 space	use	patterns	more	
genera旭旭ys	 As	 suchp	 their	 work	 focuses	 on	 constructing	 various	
wheat	mapsx	 representing	 different	 aspects	 of	 space	 usep	 name旭y	
the	Uti旭ization	distributionsp	 Intensity	 distributionp	 and	Recursion	
distribution	ｪsee	Benhamou	and	Riotte､Lambert	ｪゴグゲゴｫ	for	defini､
tions	of	these	quantitiesｫs	For	our	aimsp	we	found	it	more	beneficia旭	
simp旭y	to	 identify	high	usage	sitess	That	saidp	 it	may	be	beneficia旭	
in	 certain	 circumstances	 to	 perform	 some	 postprocessing	 of	 the	
identified	sites	to	see	if	any	are	better､described	by	noncircu旭ar	ge､
ometriesp	for	examp旭ep	by	using	旭east	cost	paths	ｪLongp	ゴグゲ葦ｫ	to	see	
if	there	are	particu旭ar	regions	within	a	site	which	are	旭ess	we旭旭､used	
than	otherss

One	of	the	cha旭旭enges	of	deve旭oping	such	a	window､s旭iding	a旭go､
rithm	is	to	determine	the	wcorrectx	size	of	the	windowp	Rs	Faucha旭d	
and	Tveraa	ｪゴググザｫ	suggested	using	the	旭og､variance	of	the	resident	
times	between	circ旭esp	to	give	a	variance､sca旭e	curve	as	a	function	
of	Rs	The	maximum	of	this	curve	gives	an	indication	of	the	idea旭	win､
dow	size	to	uses	This	was	met	with	severa旭	criticisms	by	Barraquand	
and	Benhamou	ｪゴググ芦ｫs	Nonethe旭essp	Kapotap	Do旭evp	and	Sa旭tz	ｪゴグゲゼｫ	
revisited	the	variance､sca旭e	curve	method	and	improved	on	it	in	sev､
era旭	waysp	 specifica旭旭y	 addressing	 the	concerns	of	Barraquand	and	
Benhamou	 ｪゴググ芦ｫs	 In	princip旭ep	 these	 techniques	 cou旭d	be	used	 in	
combination	with	 our	 usage､time	 a旭gorithm	 if	 the	 user	 is	 particu､
旭ar旭y	concerned	in	identifying	sizes	of	the	sites	of	interests	Howeverp	
we	 found	 that	a	combination	of	bio旭ogica旭	 intuition	and	examining	
p旭aces	where	there	was	a	c旭ear	drop	in	the	usage	time	histogramme	
ｪFigure	ゲcｫ	was	a	simp旭e	and	effective	method	of	doing	the	same	job	
to	a	reasonab旭e	degree	of	accuracys

Many	of	the	existing	statistica旭	and	theoretica旭	too旭s	avai旭ab旭e	to	
movement	eco旭ogists	were	made	when	coarser	data	were	the	norms	
As	suchp	it	is	not	a旭ways	trivia旭	to	adapt	these	techniques	to	the	new	
wor旭d	of	high､reso旭ution	datas	For	examp旭ep	many	methods	in	the	旭iter､
ature	are	based	on	distributions	of	step	旭engths	and	turning	ang旭es	be､
tween	successive	data	points	ｪAvgar	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ葦q	Ironside	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲゼq	
Mora旭es	et	a旭sp	ゴググジｫs	Howeverp	when	the	wstepsx	are	on旭y	a	fraction	
of	a	second	apartp	there	are	not	a	旭ot	of	sensib旭e	bio旭ogica旭	inferences	
that	can	be	made	about	step､wise	wdecisionspx	as	anima旭s	are	un旭ike旭y	
to	be	making	discrete	decisions	at	such	a	high	frequencys	One	other	
improvement	 has	 been	 the	 addition	of	 the	 quantification	of	 uncer､
tainty	 ｪtraffic､旭ight	 co旭or	 assignmentｫp	which	warns	users	when	per､
forming	further	checks	wou旭d	be	appropriates	This	is	a	nove旭	aspect	
of	our	method	that	as	far	as	we	knowp	has	not	been	used	befores	If	
the	assignment	comes	up	as	wredx	or	wamberpx	it	may	be	va旭uab旭e	to	in､
vestigate	whether	carefu旭旭y	chosen	subsections	of	the	path	may	give	
better	inferences	For	examp旭ep	if	there	is	an	overwhe旭ming旭y	dominant	
site	of	interest	ｪesgsp	a	s旭eeping	siteｫp	it	may	be	va旭uab旭e	to	run	our	a旭go､
rithm	over	periods	of	time	when	the	anima旭	is	not	旭ike旭y	to	be	as旭eeps

Once	 sites	 of	 interest	 have	 been	 identifiedp	 together	with	 the	
transition	points	between	them	ｪFigure	ズｫp	a	wea旭th	of	opportunity	
opens	 up	 for	 answering	 questions	 concerning	 routine	 movement	
behavior	ｪIronside	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲゼq	Peronp	F旭emingp	Pau旭ap	ｹ	Ca旭abresep	
ゴグゲ葦ｫs	 For	 examp旭ep	 Riotte､Lambertp	 Benhamoup	 and	 Chamai旭旭爾､
Jammes	 ｪゴグゲザｫ	examined	periodicity	within	an	anima旭vs	movement	
pattern	and	identified	using	wave旭et	ana旭ysiss	The	same	authors	旭ater	
used	conditiona旭	entropy	to	quantify	the	predictabi旭ity	of	repeating	
movement	patterns	between	sites	of	interest	ｪRiotte､Lambert	et	a旭sp	
ゴグゲ葦ｫs	Questions	re旭ated	to	trap､旭iningp	path	recursionp	and	predator	
prey	studies	were	reviewed	by	Berger､Ta旭	and	Bar､David	ｪゴグゲズｫs	A旭旭	
of	these	are	forms	of	movement	recursion	that	cou旭d	make	use	of	the	
sort	of	schematic	descriptions	of	movement	typified	in	Figure	ズp	es､
pecia旭旭y	if	the	paths	are	旭onger	so	the	movement	sequences	contain	
more	detai旭ed	informations

The	a旭gorithmvs	output	a旭so	enab旭e	users	to	examine	differences	
in	the	between､	and	within､site	movement	patternss	These	path	seg､
ments	can	then	be	ana旭yzed	in	iso旭ationp	for	examp旭ep	by	identifying	
sma旭旭er､sca旭e	turning	points	ｪPotts	et	a旭sp	ゴグゲ芦ｫs	In	summaryp	our	a旭､
gorithm	 turns	 旭ongp	 comp旭icated	 streams	of	data	 into	 simp旭e	 sche､
matic	decisions	of	broadsca旭e	behaviora旭	decisionss	This	 technique	
gives	 a	 foundationa旭	 basis	 for	 tractab旭e	 ana旭ysis	of	high､reso旭ution	
movement	datas
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